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PROSNEIGE MEETING POINT ACCESS FROM 

LES AIRELLES, NIVEROLLES, HERRMINE 

 
 ON SKI / LEVEL: GREEN SLOPES / ESTIMATED TIME: 15 MIN 

Go down the road on foot until you will see the Tango hotel.�From there you can follow the road at 

your right-hand side and follow this for about 200 m. You will have access to the ski slopes at your 
left-hand side.�Pass the bridge on your left.�You will now arrive at an open spot called Place Caron 

(centre town of Val Thorens). Pass this open spot, go in front of the giant screen, stay on the right-
hand side and go down. The tunnel with the magic carpet will be on your right-hand side.�On the 
bottom you turn directly to your right and you will pass�between the ESF kindergarten and the MMV 

building.�Go down and on the right-hand side you will pass the terrace of the Montana restaurant and 
the Prosneige Kindergarten will be right in front of you.�You can recognize us by our green 

flags.�Check our map at the entrance of our kindergarten to find your ski instructor and meeting 

point.  

 

BY FOOT / ESTIMATED TIME: BETWEEN 30 AND 45 MIN  

Go down the road on foot until you will see the Tango Hotel�and you will find your free shuttle stop at 

your left-hand side.�This free shuttles passes by every 20 min.�Take the free shuttle and go down to 
the stop Montana.�At that stop you cross the road and will find a little slope that goes down.�at the 

bottom you turn directly to your right.�On the right-hand side you will pass the terrace of the Montana 
restaurant and the Prosneige Kindergarten will be right in front of you.�You can recognize us by our 

green flags.�Check our map at the entrance of our kindergarten to find your ski instructor and 

meeting point.  


